
Introduction of BSc(Hons) in Land Surveying and Geo-Informatics (JS3387) was covered by Sing Tao Daily JUPAS Guide Book 2018-19 (page 43 & 45).

Our BSc programme is the sole provider of land surveying talents to the industry and Government. Graduates can join the graduate surveying training scheme of the Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors (HKIS) to be licensed Land Surveyors; to be Geo-IT Specialists in logistics, intelligent transport systems, environmental consultancy and urban planning etc; or to be underground utility surveyors in firms of survey planning, construction, maintenance services of underground facilities and utilities.

LSGI’s new Laboratory for Smart City and Spatial Data Analytics was introduced as one of the new facilities of the university which provides 3D modelling for research in urban informatics with use of VR and AR and facilitate practical solutions for usage of big data.